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Let L be a free Lie algebra, on a totally ordered set A’, over a non-zero com- 
mutative ring K. I f  x E X we show that the image of ad x is a direct summand of L, 
as a K-module. We also exhibit explicitly a complementary direct summand (see 
Theorem 6.2). These results are essentially consequences of our Monotonic&y 
Theorem (see Theorem 4.2) which may be of independent interest. 0 1988 Academic 
Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let L = LK(X) be the free Lie algebra, on a totally ordered set X, over a 
non-zero commutative ring K. L has a basis consisting of so called Hall 
elements and this basis comes equipped with a total order extending that of 
X. We make a particular choice of such an order by requiring that Hall 
elements of the same degree be ordered lexicographically. 
Let h = w(x,, x2, . . . . x,) be a Hall element obtained from a sequence 
x,, x1, . . . . x, of X by inserting n - 1 pairs of brackets [ , ] in suitable 
places. Let h’ E L be obtained from h by replacing each xi with xi E X such 
that xi<xj and such that at least one of these inequalities is strict. Then 
our Monotonicity Theorem (see Theorem 4.2) asserts that h’ is a linear 
combination of Hall elements which are strictly larger than h. 
The Monotonicity Theorem is applied to prove our main result 
(Theorem 6.2) which asserts that the image of ad x, for x E X, is a direct 
summand of L and we exhibit explicitly a complementary direct summand. 
More precisely let L = @ L (‘I be the usual multigradation of L where 
a E NcX) N = (0, 1, 2, . . . } (see [ 1, Chap. II, Sect. 2, 
im(ad xi = @ I(a), where I(cr) = im(ad x) n L(“), 
No. 61). Then we have 
and we exhibit a direct 
decomposition 
L@) = Z(a) @ S(a). 
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Sections 2 and 3 have a preliminary character. There we develop a con- 
venient language for dealing with complicated Lie monomials. The crucial 
lemmas and the Monotonicity Theorem are proved in Section 4. In 
Section 5 we apply these lemmas to prove that the image of a certain 
derivation D of another free Lie algebra L(X*) is a direct summand. In the 
last section we merely give another interpretation of D and L(X*) to 
obtain our main result. 
Four open problems are mentioned in the appropriate places of the 
paper. 
Notations. If S is a set then 1 ,S denotes its cardinality. If f: S + X is a 
map and Tc S then f 1 T is the restriction of f to T. The black box 1 
indicates the end of a proof. 
2. BINARY TREES 
Let B= (0, l} be the set of binary digits and N = (0, 1,2, . ..} the set of 
natural numbers. The Cartesian power B”, n E N, is the set of binary 
sequences of length n. When n = 0 we have B” = {a}. We write W for the 
union of all B”, n EN. If u E B” and v E B” then (u, v) will denote the binary 
sequence of length m + n obtained by concatenation of u and v. When 
dealing with concrete binary sequences we shall often omit the commas and 
parentheses and write the sequence as a string of O’s and l’s, e.g., 010 
instead of (0, LO). 
v(v) := C a,2’. 
O<i<fl 
A binary tree is a subset T of $9 satisfying the following two axioms: 
(BTl) (u, a)E T and aeB*ue T, 
(BT2) (u,a)ETandaEB=(v,l-a)ET. 
In computer science literature these trees are called full binary trees, see 
for instance [2]. 
Now let T be a binary tree. The elements of T are called vertices. If T is 
non-empty it follows from (BTl) that @ E T. Then the vertex 0 is called 
the root of T. A vertex v such that (v, 0) $ T is called a leaf: The set of all 
leaves of T will be denoted by I(T). It is easy to see that the restriction 
v 11(T) is injective. Hence we obtain a total order < on I(T) by defining 
u < v (u, u E Z(T)) to mean that v(u) G v(v). If T is finite and non-empty then 
I(T) is non-empty and we define the first (resp. fast) leaf of T to be the 
smallest (resp. largest) element of I(T) with respect to the above ordering. 
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If u is a vertex of a binary tree T we set T” := {w E 93: (u, w) E T}. It is 
easy to check that T” is also a binary tree. 
When u = (0) resp., v = (1) we shall write T” as To resp., T’. 
Let 24 = (a,, . . . . a,,-,)EP and v=(b, ,..., b,- ,) E B” be two vertices of T 
such that ak # bk for some k < min(m, n). Then we define a subset au,” T of 
93 as 
a,,,T:= T,u T, v T,, 
where To = T - (Si u S,), and 
S1 := {(u, w): w E T”}, S2 := {(v, w): WE T”}, 
T, := {(u, w): WE T”), T2 := {(v, w): w E T”}. 
Again it is easy to check that a,,+ T is a binary tree. Loosely speaking, 
au, v T is obtained from T by cutting off the branches at the vertices u and v, 
switching the two branches, and reattaching them to the truncated tree at 
the vertices u and v. 
We shall be interested only in finite binary trees and we denote the set of 
all such trees by Y. If TEF and Il(T)I =nal then ITI =2n-1. Hence F 
is a disjoint union of subsets Fn-,, n E N, where 
Fn := {TEF: [l(T)1 =n}. 
Note that ITo1 =l~;l=IFJ =l and that @EF~, {a)~$, and 
(03 (Oh (1)) E%. 
There is a unique total order d in F satisfying the following two 
conditions: 
(i) if SeFm, TEY”, and m<n then S< T; 
(ii) if S, TE FM and n > 1 then S < T if and only if either So < To or 
So = To and S’ < T’. 
We shall always use this order in Y. 
We define subsets S# c Fn;,, n E N, recursively as follows: 
(i) S,“=F” for n=O, 1,2; 
(ii) if TE Fn-,, n > 2, then TEF~ if and only if To and T’ belong to 
the union of S,H for k < n, To < T’, and To 2 T”. 
Let FH be the union of all sets F-fiH, n E N. The trees which belong to FH 
will be called Hall trees. 
Problem 1. Compute 15-f I, or find an appropriate generating function 
for these numbers. 
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3. VALUATIONS 
Let (X, 6) be a totally ordered set and let L(X) be the free Lie algebra 
on X over a non-zero commutative ring K. 
We denote by NCX) the set of all maps CL: X+ N such that 
{xEX: a(x) #O} is a finite set. For such c1 we define its norm [al by 
Ial := c a(x). 
xex 
We have a partial order < in NCX) where a </I means that a(x) <b(x) 
for all xEX. 
An X-oaluation is an ordered pair (7’, f) where T is a finite binary tree 
and f: T-B L(X) is a map satisfying the following two axioms: 
(Vl) v~l(T)*f(u)~X; 
WI (u, 0) E T*f(v) = Cf(u, O), f(u, 111. 
Since (X, G) is fixed throughout this and the next section, and we con- 
sider only X-valuations, we shall write in these two sections “valuation” 
instead of “X-valuation.” It is clear that given any map g: I(T) + X there 
exists a unique valuation (T, f) such that g = f 1 l(T). 
Let (T, f) be a valuation and u E T. We define a map f”: T” + L(X) by 
f”(w) := f(u, w). It is clear that (T”, f “) is also a valuation and we set 
(T, f)“:=(T’, f”). 
We say that a valuation (T, f) has type a, tl E iVCX), if 
a(x)= MT) nf -‘(x)l 
for all x E X. If TE Tn this implies that (al = n. 
We denote by Y the set of all valuations and by V(a) the set of 
valuations of type a. Note that T(a) is a finite set. We also define vnT,, for 
nEN, by 
Vn:= {(T, f)czV-: TE~Q. 
Let (T, f) be a valuation and U, u E T two vertices such that cU,+ T is 
defined. Define a map 
g: ~(~u,J’)-rX 
as 
g(z) =f(% w) if z= (24, w), 
=f(u, w) if z= (u, w), 
=f(z) otherwise. 
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Let cr,,” f: a,,,T+ X be the unique map which extends g such that 
(a,,T, orOf) is a valuation. Then we define 
a,AT, f) := (au,” T, au,“f ). 
It is obvious that the valuations (T, f) and aU,J T, f) have the same type. 
We introduce a total order < in V by the following recursive definitions. 
For (S, f) E Vm and (T, g) E *y;, we have (S, f) < (T, g) if and only if one 
of the following mutually exclusive possibilities holds: 
6) m cn; 
(ii) m=n and S<T; 
(iii) m=n=l and f(@)<g(@) in (X, <); 
(iv) m = n > 2, S = T, and (T, f )’ c (T, 8)‘; 
(v) m=n>2, S=T,f’=g’, and (T,f)‘<(T,g)‘. 
We remark that (S, f) < (T, g) implies that S < T. 
A valuation (T, f) is called a Hull valuation if it satisfies the following 
two conditions: 
(i) (v,O)ET*(T, f)‘“*“)<(T, f)(““); 
(ii) (v, ~,O)ET*(T, f)(“-‘,“)<(T, f)(“~“). 
The set of all Hall valuations will be denoted by ,tr”. Furthermore we 
define 
VH-=VHnV n . n, ncN; 
and 
VH(a) := VH n V"(a), a E Ntx'. 
By using the above remark, it is easy to show, by induction on n, that 
(T, f) E V;lH implies T E .Ff. 
Problem 2. For a fixed a E Ncx) and fixed T E Y:, n := Ial, compute the 
cardinality of 
If: (Tpf)E^YH(a)). 
Problem 3. Let TE S,H and 1 XI = m < co. Compute the cardinality of 
if: (T,f)EYP}. 
The Lie algebra L(X) has a multigradation (see [l, Chap. II, Sect. 2, 
No. 61) 
L(X)= @ L’“‘(X). 
a E N(X) 
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Each L’“‘(X) is a free K-module of finite rank with a basis 
{f(0): (T?fwfH(d). 
The union of these sets over all CI E NCX) is a basis of L(X) called a Hall 
basis. The elements f( 121) for ( T, f) E VH(a) are called Hall elements. 
4. MONOTONICITY THEOREM 
For (T,~)E Y(a) and BEN(~) we define LcB’(T, f) to be the K-sub- 
module of LCP’(X) generated by 
(g(0): (& g)EyH(B), G d’V,f)). 
In the special case p = a we shall use a simpler notation: 
L( T, f) := L’*‘( T, f). 
LEMMA 4.1. Let a ENcX), n := Ial, (T, f) E V(a)\Vy-“(a) and assume that 
(T,f)‘~^tr~for i=O, 1 and that (T, f)‘<(T, f)‘. Then f(@)EL(T,f). 
ProoJ: The hypotheses imply that n 2 3 and that (T, f )’ < (T, f )l”. 
We use double induction: first on n and then for fixed a (and n) we use 
decreasing induction on the total order < in Y(a). 
Let (P, h) := ao,Io(T, f) and let (Q, S) E Y(a) be defined by 
(Q, ~1~ := (T, f )‘, (Q,s)” :=(T, f)“, (Q,s)‘:=(T,f)“. 
By the Jacobi identity we have 
f(0)= L-f(0)9f(l)l 
= Cf@h Cf(L OLf(L 1111 
= CCf(Ohf(l~O)l9f(l> III+ Cf(LOh CfW),f(L 1111 
= 40) + h(0). 
Hence on order to prove the assertion of the lemma it suffices to show 
that s( 0) and h( 0) belong to L( T, f ). 
We proceed with the detailed proof of the first of these claims. 
Assume first that (Q,s)‘EV~. If (Q, s)‘< (Q, s)l then (Q, s)E~~(c() 
and (Q, S) > (T, f ). Hence by definition of L( T, f) we have s( 0) E L( T, f ). 
If (Q, s)‘> (Q, s)’ let (Q*, s*) :=cO,i(Q, s). Then we have (Q*, S*)E 
VH(a) and (Q*, s*) > (T, f ). Hence s*(@)eL(T, f) and since s(0) = 
-s*(0), our first claim follows. 
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It remains to consider the situation when (Q, s)’ 4 TH. Denote by p the 
type of (Q, s)‘. Since 181 c Ial =n, we can apply the first induction 
hypothesis to (Q’, so). We conclude that s(O) = so(@) E L(Q”, so). Recall 
that s(0) = [s(O), s(l)]. Hence in order to prove that s(0) EL(T, f) it 
suffices to show that if (S, g)E”lrH(j?) and (S, g)> (Q, s)’ then 
Cg(0)>41)IEu~,f). 
For that purpose let us define (R, t) E V(a) by 
(R, t)O := G, g), (R, t)’ := (Q, sll = (T, f)“. 
Then t(0)= [t(O), t(l)]= [g(@),s(l)] and so our task is to show that 
t(0) E UT, f). 
We now distinguish two cases. 
Case 1. (R, t)‘< (R, t)‘. If (R, t) E V”(a) then, since (R, t)‘= (S, g) > 
(Q, s)’ > (T, f)‘, we have (R, t) > (T, f) and our first claim follows by using 
the definition of L( T, f). Thus assume that (R, t) # ,IrH. Then we can apply 
the second induction hypothesis to (R, t) to conlude that t(0) E L(R, t) c 
UT, f ). 
Case 2. (R, t)‘> (R, t)‘. Let (R*, t*) := c~~,~(R, t). Since 
(R*,t*)‘=(R,t)‘=(T, f)“>(T, f)“>(T,f)‘, 
we have (R*, t*) > (T, f ). The remaining part of the argument is the same 
as in Case 1. 
The proof of the second claim, h(0) E L(T, f ), is similar to the one 
above and we shall omit the details. 1 
We now prove our monotonicity theorem. 
THEOREM 4.2. Let (T, f) E Y”(a) and (T, g) E V(p) and assume thar 
f # g and f (x) d g(x) for all x E f(T). Then g( 0) E Lcp’( T, f ). 
Proof. We use induction on n := Ial = l/II. The assertion is obvious for 
n < 2. Thus let n > 2. Consider the pairs (T, f)‘, (T, g)i for i = 0, 1. Since 
f # g we have f” # go or f l# g’. Say f O # go. By induction hypothesis we 
have 
g(O) = g'(0) E L(Bo)(To, f’), (4.3) 
where /IO is the type of (T, g)‘. 
Now let us distinguish two cases. 
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Case 1. f’ # g’. Then the induction hypotheses gives 
g(l)=g’(@)EP’(P f’) 5 9 
where pi is the type of (T, g)‘. 
Since g(a) = [g(O), g(l)], it suffices to show that if (P,, hi)e V”(j?,) 
and (Pi,hi)>(T,f)‘for i=O, 1 then [~,(~ZI),~,(~ZI)]EL~(T,~). 
Define (P, h)~v(/?) by (P, h)’ := (P,, hi), i=O, 1. Thus we have to 
show that h(a) EL(~)(T,~). This of obvious if (P, h)~ VH. Hence let us 
assume that (P, h) $ VH. If (PO, h,) < (P,, hi) then the above claim is a 
consequence of Lemma 4.1. Now assume that (PO, h,)> (Pi, h,). Let 
(P*, h*) := a,,,(P, h). Then Lemma 4.1 can be applied to (P*, A*) and we 
conclude that 
h(0) = -h*(0) E L’qP* h*) 3 
Since (P*, h*)“=(P,, h,)>(T,f)‘>(T,f)‘, we conclude that (P*, h*)> 
(7’, f), and consequently L(fl)(P*, h*) c L(@)( 7’, f). 
Case 2. f’ = g’. Then (57 g)’ = (7’, j)’ and g(0) = [g(O), g(l)] = 
[g(O), f(l)]. Hence, in view of (4.3), in order to prove that g(@)E 
L@)(7’,f) it suftices to show that if (P, h)~ VH(/Io) and (P, h) > (T, f)” 
then C40),f(l)l EL@)(T f). 
Define (Q, s) E V(p) by iQ, s)’ := (P, h) and (Q, s)’ := (T,S)‘. Then we 
have (Q, s) > (T, f) and, since ~(0) = [h(0), f(l)], we have to show that 
s(0) E LTT f). 
If (P, h) +C (7’, f)’ this follows from Lemma 4.1. If (P, h) > (T, f)’ then it 
suflices to apply the same lemma to oo, i(Q, s). 1 
We need another technical lemma which will be used in the next section. 
In order to state this lemma we need some additional notations. 
Let (T, f) E V, u E I(T), and YE A!. Then we denote by f,,, the unique 
map T + L(X) such that 
6) (T,~,,,)E~; 
(ii) fu,,(u) = Y; 
(iii) fUJv)=f(u) for u~l(T)\(u}. 
It is easy to check that if (T, f) E V”, u being the last leaf of T, and 
y>f(u) then (T,f,,,)~v~and (T,f,,.)>(T,f). 
LEMMA 4.3. Let (T, f) E Vr, let v be the last leaf of T, u another leaf of 
T, and let y, z E X be such that y > f (u) and z > f (u). Furthermore assume 
thatz~x~f(u)impliesx=zorx=f(u). Thenf,,,(~)~L’“‘(T,f,,,), where 
u is the type of (T, f,,, .). 
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Proof. We use induction on n. Since u # v, we have n > 2. If n = 2 the 
assertion is obvious. Thus let n > 2. We distinguish two cases according to 
whether u has the form (0, w) or (1, w). 
Case 1. u = (0, w). By applying Theorem 4.2 to (T, f)’ and (T, f,,, ,,)O 
we infer that fJ0) E LCB’( To, f’), where /I is the type of (T, f, Y)“. Since 
f,,,(@) = [f,,,(O), f(l)], it suffices to show that if (S, g)E PH(/3) and 
(K d>VJ)o then Cg(0),f(l)lEL’“‘(T,f,,,). 
Define (P, h) E V(a) by (P, h)’ := (S, g) and (P, h)’ := (T, f)‘. Then 
h(D)= [g(@),f(l)] and so we have to show that lz(@)~L’~‘(T,f,,,). This 
is obvious if (S, g) < (T, f)’ since then (P, h) E TH(a) and (P, h) > (T, f,,,). 
Hence we may assume that (S, g) > (T, f)‘. Then let (P*, h*) := oo,,(P, h). 
Since IT’( > ITo1 = ISI, we have (P*, h*)E TH(a) and it is clear that 
(P*, h*) > (T, f,,,). Hence again h(0) = -h*(D) E L’“‘( T, f,,,). 
Case 2. u = (1, w). Now let /I be the type of (T, f,,,)‘. Since l#Il <n, we 
can apply the induction hypothesis to (T, f,, Y)l. We conclude that 
fu, y( 1) E L”‘( T’, ft,,). 
Since f,,@) = [f(0),fU,(l)], it suffices to show that if (S, g)E VH(/I) 
and (S g) > (T’, f6,,) then PIOh g(0)] E L’“‘(T9.f,,,). 
Define (P, h) E V(a) by (P, h)’ := (T, f)’ and (P, h)’ := (S, g). Then we 
have h(0)= [f(O), g(0)] and so we have to show that hi 
L(“)( T, f,,,). This is obvious if (T, f)’ > (S, g)’ because then (P, h) E VH(a) 
and (P, h) > (T, f,,,). Hence we may assume that (T, f)’ < (S, g)‘. Then 
Lemma 4.1 implies that h(0) E L’“‘(P, h) c L’“‘( T, f,,=). The last inclusion 
holds because (P, h) > (T, f,,,). 1 
5. STUDY OF A DERIVATION 
Let X* := Xx N and let us agree to write xtn) instead of (x, n) E X*. 
Denote by 71 and d the projection maps II: X* + X and 6: X* + N. We 
denote by L(X*) the free Lie algebra on X* over K. The map n extends 
uniquely to a Lie algebra homomorphism L(X*) + L(X) which we also 
denote by K. 
Let (T, f) be an X*-valuation; in particular f is a map T + L(X*) and 
f(l( T)) c X*. Then (T, 71 of) is an X-valuation and let a E NCX) be its type. 
We define the type of (T, S) to be the ordered pair (a, p) where p E N is 
defined by 
P := c W(v))- 
ue/(T) 
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We shall denote by ?‘“(a, p) the set of all X*-valuations of type (a, p). 
Recall that X is totally ordered. We order A’* lexicographically; i.e., for 
x@) and y’“’ in X* we have xcrn) < y’“’ if and only if either x < y or x = y 
and m < n. Since (X*, < ) is totally ordered, we can introduce the notion of 
Hall X*-valuations and Hall elements. Let VH(~, p) be the set of all Hall 
X*-valuations of type (a, p). 
Denote by L@T~)(X*) the K-submodule of L(X*) generated by 
U(0): (T, f)EW& PI>. 
Then L(X*) has a multigradation 
L(x*) = @ L(a-qX*). 
(a. PI 
Furthermore each L’“gp’(X*) is a free K-module and the set 
is a basis of it. 
Let D be the map X* + L(X*) defined by D(x(‘))=x(‘+ ‘) for all 
x(‘)EX*. Then there is a unique derivation of ,5(X*) which extends D, see 
Cl, Chap. II, Sect. 2, Proposition 8, Cor.]. We shall denote this derivation 
also by D. 
Our main objective in this section is to prove that the image of D is a 
direct summand of L(X*), as a K-module, and to exhibit a complementary 
direct summand. Then in the next section we shall apply this result to the 
Lie algebra L(X). 
Let us define a K-linear map d: L(X*) + L(X*) by specifying the effect 
of d on Hall elements. Thus let (7’, f) E YH(a, p) and let f(0) be the 
corresponding Hall element. Let u be the last leaf of T. Then we define 
d(f(j21)) as follows: 
(i) if &f(u)) = 0 then d(f(0)) =O; 
(ii) otherwise let (T, g) E fH(a, p - 1) be defined by specifying that 
D(g(u)) =f(u) and g(u) =f(u) for UE &T)\(u), and set d(f(0)) = g(0). 
Note that the definition of g in (ii) can be restated as follows: if 
f(u) = x(j) (and i > 0) we have g(u) = x (‘- ‘) while g(u) =f(u) for all other 
leaves u of T. 
We say that a Hall X*-valuation (T, f) is special if 6(f(u)) = 0. Let 
S(a, p) be the K-submodule of L (a* p)( X*) generated by all elements f( 0) 
for special X*-valuations (T, f) E VH(a, p). 
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Note that D(L’“,P’(X*))~L(a,p+l)(X*) for all aeN@‘) and all ~E:N. 
Consequently we have 
D(L(*sP- ‘1(X*)) = im D n L(**P)(X*) 
for all p > 1. We shall denote this submodule by Z(a, p). 
THEOREM 5.1. We have L”,p’(X*)=Z(a, p)@S(a, p), and Z(a, p) is a 
free K-module. 
Proof. It is clear from the definition of d that d(L’“*P’(X*)) = 
L(“,P-1)(X*), h w ere, when p =O, the right hand side stands for the zero 
submodule. Hence Z(a, p) = D 0 d(L’a,P’(X*)). 
Now let us fix a free basis h,, . . . . h,, Pi, . . . . h: of L”*p’(X*) consisting of 
Hall elements arranged so that 
h,<h,< ... <h,, h;<h;< ... <h:, 
and moreover h’,, . . . . h: are special while hl, . . . . h, are non-special. 
Then it suffices to show that the matrix M of Do d 1 L’“*p’(X*) with 
respect to this basis has the form 
M= 
where the first block M,is a lower unitriangular matrix of size r. Since h: is 
special we have D 0 d(hj) = 0 and consequently the last s columns of M are 
zero. 
Let us now consider (Dod)(hi) for some i, 1 <i<r. Let n := la1 and let 
(T, f)e YH(a, p) be such that f(0) =hi. Let or, . . . . V, be the leaves of T 
arranged so that ui < u2 < ... <u,. Thus u, is the last leaf of T and let 
f(u n ) = x(j). Since hi is not special we have j > 0 and the X*-valuation 
(T, g) defined by g(u,)=x”-‘I, g(uk)=f(uk) for l<k<n is in 
VH(a, p - 1). By definition of d we have d(hi) = g(0). 
For 1 <k <n let (T, gk) be the X*-valuation defined by specifying that 
gk(uk) = Df(uk) and gk(u,) = g(u,) for m #k. Then we have 
(Dod)(hi)=D(g(JZI))=hi+ 1 g/c(0). 
l<k<n 
By Lemma 4.3 each gk(@) is a K-linear combination of Hall elements 
hi+ 1, ...) h, and those hi which are >hi. Hence M has indeed the required 
form. 
This completes the proof of the first assertion. The second follows from 
the first since S(a, p) has a basis consisting of Hall elements. 1 
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6. THE IMAGE OF ad x 
We now return to the free Lie algebra L(X) and single out an element 
x E X for special treatment. Set Y := X\{x}; it will play the role of X from 
the previous section. 
Our main goal is to show that im(ad x) is a direct summand of Z(X), 
and to exhibit a complementary direct summand. Let E E ZV@‘) be defined by 
E(X) = 1 and s(y) = 0 for y E Y. Clearly we have ad x(L’“‘(X)) c L(“+“)(X) 
and consequently if CL(X) > 0 we have 
ad x(L’“-“‘(X)) = im(ad x) n L’“‘(X). 
We shall denote this submodule of Z(a). 
For each y E Y and i E N let yci) := (ad x)‘y. Recall that L(X) = Xx @ L*, 
where L* is an ideal of L(X) and is a free Lie algebra on 
Y* := (y? YE Y, iEN} 
over K, see Cl, Chap. II, Sect. 2, Proposition 10, Cor. 11. 
The set Y inherits the total order < from X. We equip Y* with the 
lexicographic order in the same way as this was done for X* in the 
previous sections. Now we can use the terminology introduced in Section 5 
and for conformity we shall write L( Y*) for L*. 
The multigradations of L(X) and L( Y*) are related as follows: if 
BE YcN), /?#O, and peiV then 
L’fiJJ)( y*) = L’“‘(X), (6.1) 
where tl E NcX) is defined by c( I Y := b and U(X) = p. 
Since ker(ad x) = Kx one knows that Z(a) z L’“-“)(X) if CL(X) >O. In 
particular Z(a) is a free K-module of finite rank. 
THEOREM 6.2. For each aEN@‘) and the fixed element x E X the sub- 
module Z(a) := im(ad x) n L’“‘(X) is a direct summand of L’“‘(X). More 
precisely, we have 
L’a’(x) = I(a) G3 w P) 3 7 
where /I := a 1 Y # 0 and p := a(x). (The submodules S(jl, p) were defined in 
the previous section.) 
Proof: We may assume that j3 # 0. The restriction of ad x to L( Y*) is a 
derivation D such that D( y”‘) = y(j+ ‘) for all y”’ E Y*. Hence by 
Theorem 5.1 we have 
L’b7pY y*) = m P) 0 S(8, P). 
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Since (6.1) holds and Z(a) = Z(p, p), both assertions of the theorem are 
valid. 1 
We conclude with another open problem. 
Problem 4. If x, y E X is it true that the submodule im(ad x) + im(ad y) 
is a direct summand of L(X)? 
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